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Exposure-response relationships for annoyance due to freight and passenger railway vibration exposure in residential environments
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In this work, exposure-response relationships for annoyance due to freight and passenger railway vibration exposure in residential environments are developed, so as to better understand the differences in human response to these two sources of environmental vibration. Data for this research come from a field study comprising interviews with respondents and measurements of their vibration exposure (N = 752). A logistic regression model is able to accurately classify 96% of these measured railway vibration signals as freight or passenger based on two signal properties that quantify the duration and low frequency content of each signal. Exposure-response relationships are then determined using ordinal probit modeling with fixed thresholds. The results indicate that people are able to distinguish between freight and passenger railway vibration, and that the annoyance response due to freight railway vibration is significantly higher than that due to passenger railway vibration, even for equal levels of exposure. In terms of a community tolerance level, the population studied is 15 dB (re 10−6 m s−2) more tolerant to passenger railway vibration than freight railway vibration. These results have implications for the expansion of freight traffic on rail, or for policies to promote passenger railway.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Railway transport is generally argued to be safer, more sustainable and a more climate friendly mode of transportation when compared with road and air transport (Wiebe et al., 2011). This, in combination with the need to decrease road congestion by addressing the imbalance between transportation modes, has influenced European policy to direct movement of freight transport from the roads and onto the rails. Specifically, the International Union of Railways (UIC), the Community of European Railways (CER), the International Union of Public Transport (IPTU), and the Union of European Railway Industries (UNIFE) have agreed to achieve an increase of the market share of freight traffic on rail from 8% in 2001 to 15% in 2020 (Commission of the European Communities, 2001). This increase in freight railway transport will lead to an increase in resulting noise and vibration and the potential effects that this may have on residents living in the vicinity of railway lines needs to be understood. This paper therefore aims to develop exposure-response relationships describing the annoyance response due to exposure to freight and passenger railway vibration.

The human response to railway vibration has been researched in several field studies. Knall (1996) summarizes the results of a German field study of 565 households in which, although it was not possible to correlate vibration intensity with annoyance, it was found that many residents living in the vicinity of railway lines considered themselves to be greatly affected by railway vibration, with 22% of the studied population reporting vibration disturbance to be “considerable” and 14% reporting it to be “intolerable.” A Norwegian study of 1427 residents showed a correlation between vibration exposure (quantified by a statistical maximum weighted vibration velocity) and annoyance response (Klebøe et al., 2003). In a survey of five North American cities, Zapfe et al. (2009) were able to develop exposure-response relationships demonstrating an increase in annoyance with increasing vibration exposure [quantified as a maximum root mean square (rms) vibration velocity level]. The Swedish research project Train Vibration and Noise Effects (TVANE) studied the effects of railway vibration in residential environments and developed exposure-response relationships demonstrating an increase in annoyance with increasing vibration exposure (quantified as vibration velocity) (Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al., 2012). Further exposure-response relationships were developed from the results of a field survey carried out in England and funded by the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), again showing an increase in annoyance response with increasing levels of railway vibration exposure (quantified either as rms acceleration or vibration dose value) (Waddington et al., 2014).

The effect of combined noise and vibration from railway sources has also been examined, with several studies showing that general annoyance reactions to railway noise increases when perceptible vibration is also present (Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al., 2012; Lercher, 2011; Öhrström, 1997; Schomer et al., 2012; Waddington et al., 2014) and that total annoyance caused by combined noise and vibration is considerably higher than annoyance caused by noise alone (Lee and Griffin, 2013). Indeed, Schomer et al. (2012) suggest the...
need to develop separate predictions for annoyance due to railway noise for railway sources that produce perceptible vibrations and for those that do not. They demonstrate that, even though railway noise is generally believed to be less annoying than road traffic noise (Miedema and Vos, 1998; Moehler, 1988; Moehler et al., 2000), when perceptible vibration is present, railway noise can actually cause more annoyance than road traffic noise.

Although the results of several field and laboratory studies indicate that respondents rate freight railway noise as more annoying than passenger railway noise (Andersen et al., 1983; Fields and Walker, 1982; Fields, 1979), a relatively small number of studies have addressed this difference in human response directly. In light of the imminent construction of the Betuweweg, a freight-only railway route between the Netherlands and Germany, de Jong and Miedema (1996) analyzed a number of field studies to investigate potential differences in the annoyance response caused by freight and passenger railway traffic. They concluded that residents are more likely to report annoyance due to freight railway traffic, yet no consistent differences in dose-response relationships were found when the effects of differing noise levels were removed. A laboratory study performed by Saremi et al. (2008) investigated the effects of nocturnal railway noise on sleep fragmentation and found that awakenings were produced more frequently by freight trains than automotive and passenger trains. Their results showed that, even for equal maximum noise levels and pass-by patterns during the night, sleep is more fragmented by freight trains than by passenger and automotive trains.

In a German field study, Pennig et al. (2012) investigated annoyance and self-reported sleep disturbance due to night time railway noise, with specific attention paid to differences in response to freight and passenger railway sources. They found that annoyance was primarily determined by freight trains, with annoyance ratings increasing significantly with the total number of trains and freight trains per night, but not with increasing numbers of passenger trains. The total number of trains and freight trains were also found to significantly affect the frequency of self-reported awakenings. In providing some possible explanations for the difference in annoyance response, they cite the typically longer durations of freight train pass-bys, higher maximum sound levels, their increased occurrence during night time hours and the potential for the presence of ground-borne vibrations and accompanying low frequency noise. As part of the same study, Elmenhorst et al. (2012) investigated the difference in response between nocturnal railway noise and air traffic noise using polysomnography. It was found that nocturnal freight railway noise accounted for more awakenings than passenger railway noise and aircraft noise.

To summarize, a great deal of field and laboratory studies have focused on the human response to railway noise, yet the human response to railway vibration has been somewhat less examined. In particular, the differences in human response to freight and passenger railway noise has received less focus and studies on the difference in human response to freight and passenger railway vibration are almost nonexistent. In light of the fact that freight railway traffic is increasing, it is important that the human response to freight railway vibration be better understood. The aim of this paper, therefore, is to develop exposure-response relationships for annoyance caused by exposure to vibration from freight and passenger railway vibration, allowing the difference in response to these two sources of railway vibration to be determined. This research is an extension of the field study performed by Waddington et al. (2014) and utilizes the same measurement and response data. Freight and passenger railway vibration events are identified using logistic regression and resulting source exposures are calculated. Exposure-response relationships for freight and passenger railway vibration are then derived using an ordinal probit model with fixed thresholds.

II. METHODS

A. Brief summary of field study

Data for this research come entirely from that collected during the field studies of Waddington et al. (2014). During this field study, vibration exposures were determined by measurement and human responses were determined by questionnaire. The exposure measurement protocol involved long term vibration monitoring at external control positions combined with time synchronized short term measurements performed inside residences located within 100 m of railway lines. The transmissibility calculated between the internal and control position measurements allowed for the estimation of 24 h vibration acceleration time histories within these residences. The vibration measurements were performed using Guralp CMG-5TD strong motion accelerometers with a sampling rate of 200 Hz and a 100 Hz low pass filter. As well as estimations of vibration exposures, response data were collected for each resident through the use of face-to-face interviews conducted with residents in their homes. The questionnaires for these interviews were posed as a neighborhood satisfaction survey so as not to bias responses toward questions relating to noise and vibration. Among other things, the questionnaires gathered information on annoyance caused by noise and vibration from different railway sources. Exposure-response relationships were then determined from the measured exposure and collected response data using an ordinal probit model with fixed thresholds. In total, exposure-response relationships for annoyance caused by total railway vibration exposure over 24 h were estimated for 752 residents.

B. Classification of vibration events

1. The logistic regression model

In order to determine freight and passenger railway vibration exposures for each resident, the individual railway vibration events that they were exposed to must be classified as either freight or passenger. This is achieved with a logistic regression model, shown in Eq. (1). The logistic regression model is a function of several calculated signal properties or “features,” X, and associated estimated parameters, θ. The function is then fitted to labeled data by minimizing its negative log likelihood function [Eq. (2)], where h(θ, x_m) is the
predicted probability (between 0 and 1) that signal \( m \) belongs to the freight railway class and \( y_m \) is the label of the class to which the signal actually belongs (passenger = 0, freight = 1),

\[
h(X) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x\theta}}, \tag{1}
\]

\[
L(\theta) = \sum_m y_m \ln[h(x_m)] + [1 - y_m] \ln[1 - h(x_m)]. \tag{2}
\]

Labeled data for this study are available as the researchers involved in the field study noted details of train pass-bys that occurred during certain periods of internal measurements. In many cases, the researchers noted the type of train and the time associated with each pass-by on a handwritten log, allowing these known vibration event signals to be found within the continuous 24 h measurement data and to be subsequently extracted and labeled as freight or passenger events. In total, 194 passenger and 44 freight railway vibration signals were identified and labeled. These vibration signals were taken from 27 separate 24 h control position measurements spread over 7 sites in along the West Coast Main Line in the North West and Midlands regions of England.

2. Feature selection

Finding features that can be used to effectively differentiate between two classes not only results in an accurate classification model, but also provides information about the differences in the two classes. When optimizing the features used in the logistic regression model for this research, over 130 features were initially introduced to the model. These features included: the vibration dose value, rms acceleration, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, peak particle acceleration, equivalent vibration level, and the vibration event level all in three orthogonal directions (vertical, north/south and east/west). In addition, since freight railway pass-bys are typically much longer than those of passenger railway pass-bys, several duration descriptors were introduced, including: 10 and 3 dB envelopes of the signal, and the “event duration” defined here as the duration of the signal that exceeds the top third of the signal’s dynamic range. Downpoints are defined as points in which the signal falls 3 and 10 dB below its peak value. A rise time was defined as the length of time between the first 10 and 3 dB downpoints and a fall time was defined as the length of time between the last 3 and 10 dB downpoints. Finally, since low frequency vibration energy is of interest, some frequency descriptors were introduced. The vibration energy in terms of rms acceleration and vibration dose values was determined for each 1/3rd octave band with center frequencies between 0.5 and 80 Hz, both weighted and unweighted as per BS 6472-1 (British Standards Institution, 2008) for vibration dose value and ISO 2631-1 (International Organization for Standardization, 1997) for rms acceleration. Since the variation for total energy between each signal and for different control position measurements is high, the energies contained within each 1/3rd octave band were converted to the proportion of overall energy of the signal. Finally, due to potential differences in ground conditions and source to receiver distances between measurement positions, each signal feature was normalized against the mean value of the same features of all event signals recorded at the same control position, using the same instrument.

Using a combination of univariate and multivariate significance testing, testing of correlation between features and accuracy testing, non-significant features were removed and finally the number of features was reduced to only 2. To avoid bias when reporting the accuracy of the model, the labeled data set was split into training, cross-validation and test sets. The final two features are the event duration (\( T \)) and the proportional energy in terms of the rms acceleration of the 5 Hz 1/3rd octave band (\( F \)), both in the vertical direction. A likelihood ratio test of this fully reduced model against other tested models with more features suggests that the fully reduced model has no significant reduction in goodness of fit. Additionally, this model of two features results in the highest, or at least comparative, accuracy when compared with all other tested models. Reducing the model further, i.e., using only \( T \) or \( F \) on their own, results in a decrease of the model’s accuracy and significance.

3. The optimized logistic regression model

The optimized logistic regression model is a function of only two features, one of which quantifies the duration of the event, (\( T \)), with the other quantifying its low frequency energy (\( F \)). Using only these two features, the logistic regression model is able to correctly classify, on average, 96% of all signals tested, with a precision of 91% and a recall of 88%. As a final check, 500 random vibration signals were visually inspected by the authors of this paper, who made the same decisions as the logistic regression model for 94% of the vibration signals inspected. Details of the logistic regression model are presented in Table I. Figure 1 shows all of the labeled vibration signals plotted in the two-dimensional feature space of \( T \) and \( F \). Also shown is the decision boundary for which \( h(X) = 0.5 \) and above which signals are classified as freight vibration signals. With this fit of the regression model to the data, four passenger railway signals and four freight railway signals exist in the wrong prediction regions and would be incorrectly classified if introduced to the model as unlabeled signals. However, the remaining 190 passenger railway signals and 40 freight railway signals exist in the correct region and would be correctly classified. This is commensurate with the reported 96% accuracy of the model. Most passenger railway vibration signals are clustered together in a region of low event duration and low proportional 5 Hz 1/3rd octave band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( \theta ) estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>( p ) value</th>
<th>Overall model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-10.73</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>( N ) = 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>( p ) value &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>&lt; 0.010</td>
<td>McFadden’s pseudo-( R^2 ) = 0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. Parameter estimates and other details of logistic regression model.
The freight railway vibration signals show more variation, but tend to have longer event durations and greater proportional energy in the 5 Hz 1/3rd octave band, allowing these signals to be separated with a certain degree of confidence using only these two signal properties.

C. Determination of response

Human responses, in terms of annoyance caused by freight and passenger railway vibration, were taken from questionnaire data collected during the field study. The particular question of interest for this research was: “Thinking about the last 12 months or so, how bothered, annoyed or disturbed have you been by vibration or feeling things rattle, vibrate or shake caused by [source].” Responses were recorded on 5 point semantic scales (“not at all,” “slightly,” “moderately,” “very,” and “extremely”) and 11 point numeric scales (0–10) as recommended by Fields et al. (2001) and ISO/TS 15666 (International Organization for Standardization, 2003). For this work, the responses of the above question, where the source is either freight or passenger railway and the responses were recorded on a 5 point semantic scale, were collected for each respondent to quantify their annoyance response to freight and passenger railway vibration. Respondents who reported they had not felt any vibration or shaking that they thought was caused by the railway had their annoyance responses recoded to the lowest category on the semantic scale.

D. Development of exposure-response relationships

By applying the logistic regression model to vibration exposure measurements, vibration exposures were determined as weighted rms acceleration over all freight and passenger event pass-bys in a 24 h period for each of the 752 residents. Exposure-response relationships were then determined using an ordinal probit model with fixed thresholds, based on a model presented by Groothuis-Oudshoorn and Miedema (2006) who used the model to develop similar exposure-response relationships for environmental noise.

The resulting exposure-response relationship takes the form of a curve indicating the percentage of people that are likely to express annoyance above a certain threshold \( C \) for a given vibration exposure \( V \),

\[
p(V) = 100 \left( 1 - \Phi \left( \frac{C - V \beta}{\sigma} \right) \right),
\]

where \( \Phi \) represents the cumulative normal distribution function, \( V \) is a vector of vibration exposures, \( \beta \) is a vector of model parameters to be estimated, and \( \sigma \) is the standard error. The distribution of responses at different annoyance levels can be expressed by altering the threshold \( C \). Three commonly used thresholds are \( C = 28 \) (percent slightly annoyed), \( C = 50 \) (percent annoyed), and \( C = 72 \) (percent highly annoyed) (Groothuis-Oudshoorn and Miedema, 2006; Miedema and Oudshoorn, 2001). The model parameters can be estimated via maximum likelihood, with the following likelihood function:

\[
L(\beta) = \prod_{j=1}^{q} \prod_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \Phi(\tau_j - v_i \beta) - \Phi(\tau_{j-1} - v_i \beta) \right],
\]

where \( \tau_j \) is the cutpoint of the \( j \)-th category, derived from the five point semantic scale and \( v_i \) is a vector of exposures that result in response \( y_i \). The 95% confidence intervals can be determined as a function of exposure \( V \) as follows:

\[
C_{95}(V) = V \beta \pm Z \sqrt{\text{V} \beta \text{E} \beta^T},
\]

where \( \text{V} \) is the covariance matrix of the \( \beta \) parameters and \( Z = 1.96 \) for a standard normal distribution.

III. EXPOSURE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS

To test the suitability of deriving separate exposure-response relationships for freight and passenger vibration sources, an exposure-response relationship was derived for exposures and responses to both sources, with a dummy variable for source type (0 for passenger and 1 for freight). The fitting of this exposure-response relationship resulted in a highly significant parameter estimate for the source dummy variable \( p < 0.001 \) and a significant increase in the likelihood \( p < 0.001 \) when compared with the model without the dummy variable. This gives confidence that the difference in annoyance response is not just due to the strength of the vibration, and that it is justifiable to derive separate exposure-response relationships for freight and passenger sources. Parameter estimates and other details of the model with the dummy variable are shown in Table II.

Figure 2 shows exposure-response relationships for different degrees of annoyance caused by vibration from freight and passenger railway vibration. For comparison, the curves for percentage high annoyance for both freight and passenger railway vibration exposure are presented together in Fig. 3. Parameter estimates and other model details are presented in Table III. The exposure-response relationships show that freight railway vibration results in a greater annoyance response, even for equal levels of vibration exposure.
For example, for a 24 h rms vibration exposure of 0.01 m s\(^{-2}\), approximately 4% of the studied population is likely to be highly annoyed if the source is passenger railway, whereas approximately 13% of the studied population is likely to be highly annoyed if the source is freight railway. In terms of equal annoyance response, 0.0100 m s\(^{-2}\) of passenger railway vibration exposure is equivalent to only 0.0007 m s\(^{-2}\) of freight railway vibration.

Fidell et al. (2011) provide a method of quantifying differences in community response to different noise sources using a community tolerance level (CTL). They define the CTL as the noise level at which 50% of a community population describe themselves as highly annoyed. Applying this method to vibration levels results in a CTL level of 78 dB for passenger railway vibration and 63 dB for freight railway vibration (re 10\(^{-6}\) m s\(^{-2}\)). In other words, the population studied appears to be 15 dB more tolerant to passenger railway vibration than they are to freight railway vibration.

IV. DISCUSSION

Exposure-response relationships presented in this paper suggest that the human response to freight railway vibration is significantly different from that due to passenger railway vibration, even for equal levels of vibration exposure. The difference in the responses suggest that people are able to differentiate between these two sources of railway vibration, and that freight railway vibration is significantly more annoying than passenger railway vibration.

Though no previous research has specifically investigated the differences in human response to different sources of railway vibration, previous field studies have reported differences in response to different sources of railway noise. In Fields and Walker’s (1982) field study, freight trains were specifically mentioned as being most bothersome approximately three times more often than passenger trains. Similarly, more than half of the interviewees from a field study by Andersen et al. (1983) mentioned freight trains as being particularly disturbing. In their field study, Pennig et al. (2012) found that the annoyance response due to railway noise increased significantly with increasing total number of trains and number of freight trains but not with increasing number of passenger trains. Freight railway noise has also been shown to have a greater effect on sleep disturbance than passenger railway noise (Saremi et al., 2008) and even aircraft noise in some cases (Elmenhorst et al., 2012). These studies suggest a difference in the human response to different sources of railway noise, so it is not a surprising result that differences also exist between sources of railway vibration. In terms of both noise and vibration, it appears that freight railway traffic is more annoying than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>(\beta) estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>(p) value</th>
<th>Overall model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>41.22</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>(N) 1504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10log(rms(_{24}))</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>(p) value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source dummy</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>McFadden’s pseudo-(R^2) 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>52.24</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2. (Color online) Exposure-response relationships showing percentage of slight annoyance (SA), annoyance (A), and high annoyance (HA) as a result of exposure to (a) freight railway vibration and (b) passenger railway vibration. 95% confidence intervals are indicated by broken lines.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Exposure-response relationships showing the percentage of high annoyance (%HA) caused by exposure to freight (F) and passenger (P) railway vibration, with the 95% confidence intervals indicated by broken lines.
passenger railway traffic. Although this paper has demonstrated that this is true even for equal levels of vibration exposure, previous research has shown that the same may not be true for equal levels of noise exposure (de Jong and Miedema, 1996).

Differences in response to freight and passenger railway noise are often attributed to the increased duration of freight pass-bys and the greater proportion of low frequency noise (Pennig et al., 2012). Similar conclusions can be drawn about differences between freight and passenger railway vibration. Indeed, it has been shown that the logistic regression model can accurately distinguish between freight and passenger railway vibration signals based only on their duration and low frequency energy content. In this work, the mean duration of freight vibration events is 23.8 s (SD = 5.4) and the mean duration of passenger vibration events is 16.1 s (SD = 6.4). As well as being longer in duration, freight trains are typically heavier and can more easily elicit ground-borne vibrations (de Jong, 1979). BS 6472-1 (British Standards Institution, 2008) defines a region of high sensitivity for humans for vertical vibration from 4 to 12.5 Hz. For this study the mean proportion of a signal’s energy that is contained within this region is 18.4% for freight signals (SD = 12.4), and 14.4% (SD = 9.5) for passenger signals.

An additional factor may be found in the tendency of freight railway traffic to be more frequent during evening and night time hours. In this work the mean proportion of freight traffic during day time hours (07:00 to 19:00) evening time hours (19:00 to 23:00) and night time hours (23:00 to 07:00) is 10.1, 18.2, and 21.5%, respectively (SD = 4.7, 12.0, 11.6). Peris et al. (2012) demonstrated that annoyance due to equal levels of railway vibration exposure is greater during night time than during evening time, and greater during evening time than during day time. The fact that freight traffic is more prevalent during periods in which sensitivity to railway vibration is higher is therefore likely to affect the annoyance response to freight railway vibration.

The British Standard BS 6472-1 (British Standards Institution, 2008) provides limited guidance in the form of ranges of vibration dose value that may result in various probabilities of adverse comment within residential buildings. Table IV relates these guideline values of vibration exposure to predicted proportions of high annoyance for exposure to predicted proportions of high annoyance for railway vibration exposures. The predicted proportions of high annoyance are taken from exposure-response relationships derived in the same way as described in Sec. II, but with vibration exposure quantified by vibration dose value (VDV), instead of rms acceleration. Equivalent 24 h exposures are used for comparison as source specific responses are only available over a full 24 h period in the questionnaire data. This table suggests that the guidelines may potentially underestimate human response by considering a single limit for all sources of environmental vibration (other than blasting). For example, a guideline value of up to 0.4 m s$^{-1.75}$ allows freight vibration exposures that may cause up to 18% of the studied population to be highly annoyed, which is likely to cause more than the “low probability of adverse

### TABLE III. Parameter estimates and other details of the ordinal probit model for freight and passenger railway sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\beta$ estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Freight</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Overall model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>63.06</td>
<td>18.29</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10\log(\text{rms}<em>{v</em>{24h}})$</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>$p$ value</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>58.90</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>McFadden’s pseudo-$R^2$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\beta$ estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Passenger</th>
<th>$p$ value</th>
<th>Overall model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>36.52</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>&lt; 0.050</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10\log(\text{rms}<em>{v</em>{24h}})$</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>$p$ value</td>
<td>&lt; 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>42.66</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>McFadden’s pseudo-$R^2$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. Comparison of guideline values as proposed by BS 6472-1 (British Standards Institution, 2008) to equivalent predicted proportion of high annoyance caused by equivalent levels of 24 h freight and passenger railway vibration exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Residential buildings 16 h day</th>
<th>Residential buildings 8 h night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low probability of adverse comment</td>
<td>Guideline range (VDV, m s$^{-1.75}$)</td>
<td>0.2–0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HA by equivalent 24 h freight exposure</td>
<td>15–18</td>
<td>12–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HA by equivalent 24 h passenger exposure</td>
<td>5–7</td>
<td>4–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse comment possible</td>
<td>Guideline range (VDV, m s$^{-1.75}$)</td>
<td>0.4–0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HA by equivalent 24 h freight exposure</td>
<td>18 to &gt; 21$^a$</td>
<td>15–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HA by equivalent 24 h passenger exposure</td>
<td>&gt; 7$^a$</td>
<td>5–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse comment probable</td>
<td>Guideline range (VDV, m s$^{-1.75}$)</td>
<td>0.8–1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HA by equivalent 24 h freight exposure</td>
<td>&gt; 21$^a$</td>
<td>18 to &gt; 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%HA by equivalent 24 h passenger exposure</td>
<td>&gt; 7$^a$</td>
<td>&gt; 7$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Outside range of measured exposures.*
comment” suggested by the guidelines. In contrast, equivalent levels of passenger vibration exposures may cause up to 7% of the studied population to be highly annoyed, which is perhaps more commensurate to “low probability of adverse comment.” There are several other guidelines for environmental vibration that are used nationally and internationally, covering a wide range of levels and exposure descriptors, none of which provide different guidance levels for different sources of railway vibration. The disparate responses caused by equal levels of freight and passenger railway vibration exposure, however, suggest that it is necessary to consider different guideline levels for different sources of railway vibration.

A limitation of the current work is that the exposure-response relationships are derived for exposure to railway vibration only, with no consideration for combined noise effects. Many studies have shown that vibration can influence the annoyance response to noise and vice versa and that combined noise and vibration influence the general annoyance response (Gidlöf-Gunnarsson et al., 2012; Howarth and Griffin, 1990, 1991; Lercher, 2011; Paulsen and Kastka, 1995). During the field study performed by Waddington et al. (2014), exposure-response relationships were determined for exposure to combined railway noise and vibration (Woodcock et al., 2011). The noise exposures were estimated by Koziel et al. (2011) and were based on several assumptions about the railway traffic, including the proportion of freight traffic. With the number of freight and passenger trains now determined for each case study, future work could involve updating estimations of noise exposures and determining subsequent exposure-response relationships for exposure to combined railway noise and vibration for all sources and for freight and passenger railway separately.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Ordinal probit analysis with a source dummy variable has indicated that deriving separate exposure-response relationships for freight and passenger railway vibration is valid. Exposure-response relationships have thus been developed for annoyance caused by vibration from freight and passenger railway traffic. The differences between these relationships indicate that people are able to differentiate between these two sources of railway vibration, and that freight railway vibration is significantly more annoying than passenger railway vibration, even for equal levels of vibration exposure. In terms of a community tolerance level, the population studied appears to be 15 dB (re 10⁻⁶ m/s²) more tolerant to passenger railway vibration than to freight railway vibration. These results could have important implications for the expansion of freight traffic on rail, or for policy that aims to promote passenger railway. The differences in response suggest that guidelines and policies need to consider these sources separately in order to control the annoyance response of the operation and expansion of railway lines.
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